How to Write a Shidduch Profile
Sample profile provided by Mrs. Rochelle Goldberg*
Shprintza Faiga Blumberg
Birthday: Jan 1, 1993
Age: 23
Height: 5’3”
City: Baltimore, MD
Mother’s Cell: 410.000.0000
Mother’s E-mail: miriamblumberg@gmail.com
Family:
Father: Faivel Occupation: C.P.A., Blumberg Accountants
Learned at Ner Israel, Baltimore, MD and the Mir Yerushalayim
Mother: Miriam Maiden Name: Gelbstein from Cleveland, Ohio
Occupation: daycare assistant
Shul Affiliation: Bnai Jacob Shaarei Zion, Rav Moshe Hauer (410-764-6810)
Siblings:
Sora – 21, married to Moshe Chaim Blestein, New York (Law school)
Milka – 18, Bnos Sora Seminary
Rafi – 14, Mesivta Chofetz Chaim Talmudical Academy
Education:
High School: Bais Yaakov Baltimore
Seminary: BJJ
Maalot: Working toward a Masters in Speech
Recent/Current activities:
Private tutor for a physically-challenged girl in Bais Yaakov
Part time job substituting at Bais Yaakov Middle School
Volunteer work on Shabbos with Kiruv group
References:
Family Rav—name, phone number
Teacher—name, phone number
Family reference—name, phone number
Personal friend—name, phone number
Personal friend—name, phone number
Shprintza Faiga is a bright and caring individual who excels at performing acts of chessed, such as volunteering for Chai
Lifeline and spending time with a child with special needs. She has an outgoing personality and possesses a sweet and friendly
nature. Shprintza Faiga comes from a happy and active home where Torah, chessed, hachnosas orchim, and community
involvement are an integral part of everyday life. Shprintza Faiga is deeply committed to her Yiddishkeit. She is looking for a
Ben Torah with outstanding Middos who plans to learn in Kollel after marriage. Parents will help with support.
*This

resume is given to the Shadchan. Ideally it will include a photo that will better serve the Shadchan’s
ability to recall you in detail. Since this resume is also often emailed further to prospective shidduchim,
please inform the shadchan if you do not want your picture included. You may wish to delete the last
paragraph on the copy that is circulated beyond your Shadchan, this is a matter of personal preference and
opinions vary from shadchan to shadchan. In all cases, it is ideal to keep it to one page.
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